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Abstract

In the paper the regular hyper-zones in the multi-dimensional non-Eucli-
dean space are discussed. The determined bijection between the normals of
the first and second kind for the hyper-zone makes it possible to construct
the bundle of normals of second-kind for the hyper-zone with assistance of
certain bundle of normals of first-kind and vice versa. And hence the bundle
of the normals of second-kind is constructed in the third-order differential
neighbourhood of the forming element for hyper-zone. Research of hyper-
zones and zones in multi-dimensional spaces takes up an important place in
intensively developing geometry of manifolds in view of its applications to
mechanics, theoretical physics, calculus of variations, methods of optimiza-
tion.
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1. Introduction

In this article we analyze the theory of regular hyper-zone in the extended non-
Euclidean space. We derive differential equations that define the hyper-zone SHr
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with regards to a self-polar normalised frame of space λSn. The tensors which
determine the equipping planes in the third-order neighborhood of the hyper-zone
are introduced. The bundles of the normals of the first and second kind are con-
structed by an inner invariant method in the third-order differential neighbourhood
of the forming element for hyper-zone. The bijection between the normals of the
first and second kind for the hyper-zone SHr is determined.

The concept of zone was introduced by W. Blaschke [1]. V. Wagner [7] was
the first who proposed to consider the surface equipped with the field of tangent
hyper-planes in the n-dimensional centro-affine space.

We apply the group-theoretical method for research in differential geometry
developed by professor G.F. Laptev [4]. At present the method of Laptev remains
the most efficient way of research for manifolds, immersed in generalized spaces.
We use results obtained in the article [3].

For the past years the methods of generalizations of Theory of regular and sin-
gular hyper-zones (zones) with assistance of the Theory of distributions in multidi-
mensional affine, projective spaces and in spaces with projective connections were
studied by A.V. Stolyarov, Y.I. Popov and M.M. Pohila. In this article we analyze
the theory of regular hyper-zone in the extended non-Euclidean space. We derive
differential equations that define the hyper-zone SHr with regards to a self-polar
normalised frame of space λSn. The tensors which determine the equipping planes
in the third-order neighborhood of the hyper-zone are introduced. The bundles
of the normals of the first and second kind are constructed by an inner invariant
method in the third-order differential neighbourhood of the forming element for
hyper-zone. The bijection between the normals of the first and second kind for the
hyper-zone SHr is determined.

Before M. Grebenyuk and J. Mikeš in the article [2] discussed the theory of
the linear distribution in affine space. The bundles of the projective normals of
the first kind for the equipping distributions are constructed by an inner invariant
method in second and third differential neighbourhoods of the forming element.
In the article we apply the group-theoretical method for research in differential
geometry developed by G.F. Laptev [4]. At present the method of Laptev remains
the most efficient way of research for manifolds, immersed in generalized spaces.
We use results obtained in the article [3].

2. Definition of the hyper-zone in the extended non-
Euclidean space

Let a non-degenerated hyper-quadric be given in a projective n-dimensional space
Pn as

q′IJx
IxJ = 0, q′IJ = q′JI , det ‖q′IJ‖ 6= 0, I, J = 0, 1, . . . , n,

where the smallest number of the coefficients of the same sign is equal to λ. Thus, it
is possible to determine a subgroup of collineations for space Pn, which are preserv-
ing this hyper-quadric and, hence, it is possible to introduce a projective metrics.
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Let us name the obtained in this way metric space with this fundamental group
as the extended non-Euclidian space λSn with index λ [5], and the corresponding
hyper-quadric as the absolute of the space λSn.

Let us consider a plane element (A, τ) in the space λSn which is composed of a
point A and a hyper-plane τ , where point A belongs to plane τ .

Definition 2.1. Suppose that the point A defines an r-dimensional surface Vr
and the hyper-plane τ(A) is tangent to the surface Vr in the corresponding points
A ∈ Vr. Then the r-parametric manifold of the plane elements (A, τ) is called
r-parametric hyper-zone SHr ⊂ λSn. The surface Vr is called the base surface
and the hyper-planes τ(A) are called the principal tangent hyper-planes to the
hyper-zone SHr.

Definition 2.2. The characteristic plane Xn−r−1(A) for the tangent hyper-plane
τ = τ(u1, . . . , ur) is called the characteristic plane for the hyper-zones SHr at the
point A(u1, . . . , ur).

Definition 2.3. The hyper-zone SHr is called regular if the characteristic plane
Xn−r−1(A) and the tangent plane Tr(A) for directing surface Vr for hyper-zone
SHr at each point A ∈ Vr have no common straight lines.

The regular hyper-zone SHr in a self-polar normalized basis {A0, A1, . . . , An}
in the space λSn is defined as follows:

ωno = 0, ωαo = 0, ωnα = 0, ωon = 0, ωαn = 0, ωoα = 0,

ωni = aijω
j , ωiα = biαjω

j , ωαi = bαijω
j , ωoi = −εoiωi, ωin = εinaijω

j ,

∇aij = −aijωnn − aijkωk, ∇biαj = biαjkω
k, ∇bαij = bαijkω

k,

where
biαjai` = biα`aij , bαik = −εαibija ajk, biαk = bijα ajk,

and functions biαjk are symmetric according to indices j and k.
Systems of objects

Γ2 = {aij , biαj}, Γ3 = {Γ2, aijk, b
i
αjk}

make up fundamental objects of second and third orders respectively for hyper-zone
SHr ⊂ λSn.

3. Canonical bundle of projective normals for the
hyper-zone

With the help of the components of fundamental geometric object of the third
order for hyper-zone SHr ⊂ λSn let us construct the quantities

di =
1

r + 2
aijka

jk, ∇δdi = 0,

di =
1

r + 2
aijkajk, ∇δdi = diπnn .
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The tensors di and di define dual equipping planes in the third-order neighborhood
of the hyper-zone SHr

Er−1 ≡ [Mi] = [Ai + diAo], En−r ≡ [σi] = [τ i + diτn].

Using the Darboux tensor

Lijk = aijk − a(ijdk),

one builds the symmetric tensor

Lij = ak`ampLikmLj`p, ∇δLij = 0,

which is non-degenerate in general case.
Let us consider a field of straight lines associated with the hyper-zone SHr

h(Ao) = [Ao, P ], P = An + xiAi + xαAα,

where each line passes through the respective point A of the directing surface Vr
and do not belong to the tangent hyper-plane τ(Ao).

Let us require that straight line h = [Ao, P ] is an invariant line, i.e. δh = θh.
The last condition is equivalent to the differential equations:

∇δχα = χαπnn and ∇δχi = χiπnn .

First equations are realized on the condition that xα = Bα, and second equations
have two solutions:

xi = −di, xi = Bi.

Hence, the system of the differential equations has a general solution of the following
form:

xi = −di + σ(Bi + di),

where σ is the absolute invariant.
Thus, we obtain the bundle of straight lines, which is associated with the hyper-

zone SHr by inner invariant method:

h(σ) = [Ao, P (σ)] = [Ao, An + {(σ − 1)di + σBi}Ai +BαAα],

where σ is the absolute invariant.
The constructed projective invariant bundle of straight lines makes it possible

to construct the invariant bundle of first-kind normals En−r, which is associated
by the inner method with the hyper-zone SHr in the differential neighborhood of
the third order of its generatrix element.

Consequently, it is possible to represent each invariant first kind normalEn−r(Ao)
as the (n− r)-plane that encloses the invariant straight line h(Ao) and the charac-
teristic Xn−r−1(Ao) for hyper-zone SHr [6].

En−r(σ)
def
= [Xn−r−1(Ao); An + {(σ − 1)di + σBi} Ai +BαAα,

where σ is the absolute invariant.
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4. Bijection between first- and second-kind normals
of the hyper-zone SHr

Let us introduce the correspondence between the normals of the first- and second-
kind for the hyper-zone SHr. For that, let us construct a tensor:

Pi = −aijνj + di, ∇δPj = 0 (4.1)

where νj is the tensor satisfying the condition ∇δνj = νjπnn .
The tensor Pi defines the normal of second-kind for hyper-zone SHr that is

determined by the points

Mi = Ai + χiAo, ∇δχi = 0.

Further, the tensor νj can be represented using the components of the tensor
Pi as follows

νj = −Piaij + dj .

Therefore, the bijection between the normals of the first- and second-kind for
the hyper-zone SHr is obtained using the relations (4.1). The constructed bijection
makes it possible to determine the bundle of second-kind normals, using the bundle
of first-kind normals and vice versa. Therefore, we got constructed the bundle of
second-kind normals, which is associated by the inner method with the hyper-zone
SHr in the differential neighborhood of the third order of its generating element.
So true the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1. Tensor Pi defines the bijection between the normals of the first-
and second-kind for the hyper-zone SHr.

Finally, we get the theorem.

Theorem 4.2. Tensor νj = −Piaij+di defines the bundle of second- kind normals,
which is associated by inner method with the hyper-zone SHr in the differential
neighborhood of the third order of its generating element.
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